
Protective Systems

Track Guard LS

► Equipped with pre-drilled mounting holes to 
accommodate a number of different photo eyes and 
entrapment protection devices

► Top taper helps prevent finger pinching by pushing 
the hand away from the unit while the door is closing

► Designed to withstand light fork truck and pallet impact 
while protecting the overhead door track from damage

► Unit is pre-drilled. Simply set the unit around the 
door track, snug it up to the wall and anchor in place

► Powder coated safety-yellow makes it easy for the fork 
truck operator to identify the edge of the door opening

► Works on both mechanical and automatic doors

► Unit mounts to both the floor and to the wall providing 
extra strength and durability
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Install a Limit Switch on your Track Guard LS

Track Guard LS from Allied Solutions is equipped with pre-drilled mounting holes to accommodate 
a number of different Limit Switches, such as Photo Eyes from LiftMaster® pictured above. These 
sensors ensure your loading dock equipment operates through the correct sequence of operation, 
by detecting when the overhead door opens and closes. Limit Switches also detect any objects 
that may be in the operating zone of the overhead door. This helps prevent any accidents that may 
occur from the overhead door closing prematurely. 

Track Guard LS was designed with the protection 
of the door track in mind. Each unit is powder 
coated safety yellow making it easier for the fork 
truck operator to see. The heavy gauge steel 
construction wraps around the bottom of the 
door track protecting it from forklift, cargo, or 
vehicle damage that may occur while loading or 
unloading a truck. 

Acting as a barrier from impacts, the track guard 
uses both the wall and the floor for support. The 
Track Guard LS deflects impacts away from the 
door track protecting it from expensive damage 
and costly repair time. Each Track Guard LS has 
a one year warranty.
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